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ABSTRACT

The disclosure discloses a method for implementing instant message and E-mail interworking, comprising: corresponding an IM user applying a service of IM and E-mail interworking to at least one E-mail address, either being constructed from an IM address of the IM user or being a pre-allocated E-mail address; determining the E-mail address or IM address of a destination user from a received IM or a received E-mail from a user, converting the IM into a E-mail or the E-mail into an IM, and sending the E-mail or IM to the determined receiving address of the destination user. The disclosure also discloses a system for implementing IM and E-mail interworking. The disclosure realizes a free interworking between IM and E-mail.
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1. Initiating a domain name server query to obtain an address of a
   SMTP server to which destination user B belongs

2. Establishing a transmission channel with the SMTP server,
   performing parameter mappings, and converting the related
   parameters in an IM into SMTP commands accordingly

3. Mapping the related parameters in the IM according to the E-mail
   format to construct an E-mail message

4. Initiating an E-mail transaction, sending a message to the
   destination user, and waiting for a response

5. If a correct response is received, constructing a successful
   response message; otherwise constructing an error response
   message; and sending the response message to a terminal of user
   A in the IM system
When a large message mode session request message is received, returning an acknowledgement message if no error occurs; otherwise returning an error message

When MSRP send request messages are received, storing the message contents in the request messages, and constructing a complete message upon reception of all the MSRP send request messages

Initiating a DNS query to obtain an address of a SMTP server to which user B belongs

Establishing a transmission channel with the SMTP server, performing parameter mappings, and converting the corresponding parameters in an IM according to the SMTP

Mapping the parameters in the IM and the message content obtained in step 304 to construct an E-mail message according to the E-mail format

Sending an E-mail message to the E-mail server to which the destination user B belongs, and waiting for a response

If a correct response is received, constructing a successful response message; otherwise constructing an error response message, and sending the response message to the terminal
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1. Mapping the SMTP command parameters, E-mail message header and message body into a paging mode IM

2. Sending the IM, maintaining the communication channel, and waiting for a response

3. If a correct response message is received, constructing a successful response message, and sending the message to a sending terminal; otherwise returning a corresponding error message
The interworking server temporarily stores the SMTP commands and E-mail message parameters

The interworking server maps the corresponding parameters to generate a session request message, and initiates the session request message. The session request message is sent a terminal through the interworking server. The terminal returns an acknowledgement message

After the acknowledge message is forwarded to the interworking server, the interworking server initiates several MSRP send requests, and transfers the E-mail content to the terminal which returns a MSRP response

After receiving the MSRP response, the interworking server sends an end session request to close the session
Fig. 6
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR IMPLEMENTING INSTANT MESSAGE AND E-MAIL INTERWORKING

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The disclosure relates to a technique for implementing instant messaging (IM) and Electronic mail (E-mail) interworking, and more particularly, to a method and system for implementing IM and E-mail interworking.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] E-mail is one of the most widely used services on the internet, and a user can communicate with another network user at any corner of the world at a very low price through an E-mail system on the network. An E-mail can be in various forms, such as text, image, sound, and the like. Each E-mail user has an E-mail address which is typically in the format of abc@xyz, in which what are before @ represent the character combination or code of an individual user, and what are after @ represent a name of a server providing E-mail service to the user, for example, user@hotmail.com. The main basic protocols involved include Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), Post Office Protocol 3 (POP3), etc. IM is another service provided through the internet, that is to say, information received from a sender is forwarded to a receiver without storage and messages can be exchanged between a receiving terminal and a sending terminal directly. The involved protocols include Extensible Message and Presence Protocol (XMPP), SIP Instant Message and Presence Leveraging Extensions (SIMPLE), Message Session Relay Protocol (MSRP) and the like. Currently, one of the directions of development is implementing the IM using the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) based protocol.

[0003] E-mail and IM are the main two types of message services on the internet. Users are using both Internet communication tools such as E-mails and IM, etc. and telecommunication network communications such as short messages and multimedia messages, etc. Currently, the converged messaging service is proposed in the industry, so that a user can exchange messages with anyone using different technologies, media and user terminals anytime and anywhere. To implement the converged messaging service, one way is to provide a converged messaging service system, which provides service users with complete, consistent and convenient messaging service experience. Service users can intercommunicate with each other by IM technique based converged message, and can also intercommunicate with users of the above mentioned various traditional messaging service rather than the converged messaging service. One of the important aspects of interworking is the interworking between converged message and E-mail. As the converged message is based on the IM technique, the converged message and E-mail interworking can be implemented on the basis of the implementation of IM and E-mail interworking.

[0004] Existing techniques for addressing IM and E-mail interworking are just directed to how to transfer messages sent from a service user on one side to a service receiver on the other side without taking the implementation of directly making a message reply to the original message sender by the receiver into account.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] In view of the above, the main objective of the disclosure is to provide a method and system for implementing IM and E-mail interworking, which can implement IM and E-mail interworking.

[0006] To achieve the above objective, the disclosure provides a method for implementing IM and E-mail interworking. The method comprises corresponding an IM user applying a service of IM and E-mail interworking to at least one E-mail address, either being constructed from an IM address of the IM user or being a pre-allocated E-mail address, and the method further comprises:

[0007] determining, from a received IM, the E-mail address of a destination user, converting the IM into an E-mail, and sending the E-mail to the E-mail address of the destination user; or

[0008] determining, from a received E-mail initiated by an E-mail user, the IM address of a destination user, converting the E-mail into an IM, and sending the IM to the IM address of the destination user.

[0009] Preferably, determining, from the IM, the E-mail address of the destination user may comprise:

[0010] determining whether the receiving address of the destination user in the IM is an E-mail address or not, if so, determining the E-mail address as the receiving address of the destination user, otherwise finding out the E-mail address of the destination user corresponding to the IM address of the destination user according to the IM address of the destination user in the IM;

[0011] determining, from the E-mail, the IM receiving address of the destination user may comprise:

[0012] finding out the IM address corresponding to the E-mail address of the destination user, according to the E-mail address of the destination user in the E-mail;

[0013] Preferably, converting the IM into the E-mail may comprise:

[0014] determining and mapping an E-mail address corresponding to an origin user in the IM into a parameter “from” in the E-mail, setting a parameter “date” in the IM or the current time information to a parameter “orig-date” in the E-mail, setting a parameter “to” in the E-mail to the E-mail address of the destination user in the IM, setting “imdn.Disposition-Notification” in the IM to “positive-delivery” or “negative-delivery”, setting a parameter “Disposition-Notification-To” in the E-mail to “required”, setting “disposition-type” in the E-mail to “displayed” when the “imdn.Disposition-Notification” in the IM is set to “display”, and directly using the IM as the content of the E-mail when the type of the message content of the IM is text, or directly constructing an E-mail header and an E-mail body of a multipurpose Internet E-mail extensions (MIME) type when the type of the message content of the IM is MIME; and

[0015] converting the E-mail into the IM comprises: using the parameter “from” in the E-mail header as the origin user address in the IM, using an IM address converted by a command parameter “RCPTTo” as the destination user address of the IM, setting the parameter “imdn.Disposition-Notification” in the IM to “positive-delivery” or “negative-delivery” when the parameter “Disposition-Notification-To” in the E-mail header is “required”, setting the “imdn.Disposition-Notification” in the IM to “display” when the parameter “disposition-type” in the E-mail header is “displayed”, and using the content of the E-mail as the message body of the IM.

[0016] Preferably, sending the converted E-mail to the determined receiving address of the destination user may comprise:

[0017] initiating a domain name server (DNS) query according to the E-mail address of the destination user, acquiring the address of a Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
(SMTP) server to which the destination user belongs, establishing a transmission channel, sending the command "DATA" to the SMTP server to which the destination user belongs, and sending the E-mail converted from the IM; and

sending the converted IM to the determined receiving address of the destination user comprises: determining an IM system corresponding to the IM address of the destination user, sending the converted IM to the IM system, and sending, by the IM system, the converted IM to the receiving address of the destination user.

Preferably, if the E-mail, when being converted into an IM, has a content of exceeding a size (i.e., 1300 bytes) of a pager mode IM, the content of the E-mail may be converted into two or more Message Session Relay Protocol (MSRP) messages.

Preferably, when the message content of the IM is transferred as a MSRP message, the message contents of the received MSRP messages may be cached, the cached message contents may be constructed as a complete message after all MSRP message are received, and the complete message may be converted into the E-mail.

The disclosure also provides a system for implementing IM and E-mail interworking. The system comprises a setting unit, a receiving unit, a first determining unit, a converting unit and a sending unit, wherein

the setting unit is configured to set an IM user applying a service of IM and E-mail interworking to correspond to at least one E-mail address, either being constructed from an IM address of the IM user or being a pre-allocated E-mail address;

the receiving unit is configured to receive the IM or E-mail from the user;

the first determining unit is configured to determine an E-mail address of a destination user from a received IM or determining an IM address of a destination user from a received E-mail of a user;

the converting unit is configured to convert the received IM into an E-mail or the received E-mail into an IM; and the sending unit is configured to determine the E-mail address of the destination user from the received IM, convert the IM into an E-mail, and send the E-mail to the E-mail address of the destination user, or to determine the IM address of the destination user from a received E-mail initiated by the E-mail user, convert the E-mail into an IM, and send the IM to the IM address of the destination user.

Preferably, the first determining unit may be further configured to determine whether the receiving address of the destination user in the IM is an E-mail address or not, if so, determine the E-mail address as the receiving address of the destination user, otherwise find out the E-mail address of the destination user corresponding to the IM address of the destination user, according to the IM address of the destination user in the IM;

The first determining unit may be further configured to find out the IM address corresponding to the E-mail address of the destination user, according to the E-mail address of the destination user in the IM.

Preferably, the system may further comprise:

a second determining unit, configured to determine the E-mail address of an origin user in the IM; and,

the converting unit is further configured to map the E-mail address of the origin user in the IM determined by the second determining unit into a parameter “from” in an E-mail, to set a parameter “date” in the IM or the current time information to a parameter “ori-date” in the E-mail, to set a parameter “to” in the E-mail to the E-mail address of the destination user in the IM, to set “imdn.Disposition-Notification” in the IM to “positive-delivery” or “negative-delivery”, to set a parameter “Disposition-Notification-To” in the E-mail to “required”, to set “disposition-type” in the E-mail to “displayed” when the “imdn.Disposition-Notification” in the IM is set to “display”, and to directly use the IM as the content of the E-mail when the type of the message content of the IM is text, or to directly construct an E-mail header and an E-mail body of a multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) type when the type of the message content of the IM is MIME; and

the converting unit is further configured to use the parameter “from” in the E-mail header as the origin user address in the IM, to use an IM address converted by a command parameter “RCPT To” as the destination user address of the IM, to set the parameter “imdn.Disposition-Notification” in the IM to “positive-delivery” or “negative-delivery” when the parameter “Disposition-Notification-To” in the E-mail header is “required”, to set the “imdnDisposition-Notification” in the IM to “display” when the parameter “disposition-type” in the E-mail header is “displayed”, and to use the content of the E-mail as the message body of the IM.

Preferably, the sending unit may be further configured to initiate a domain name server (DNS) query according to the E-mail address of the destination user, to acquire the address of an SMTP server to which the destination user belongs, to establish a transmission channel, to send a command “DATA” to the SMTP server to which the destination user belongs, and to send a E-mail converted from the IM; and

the sending unit may be further configured to determine an IM system corresponding to the IM address of the destination user, to send the converted IM to the IM system, and to send the converted IM to the receiving address of the destination user through the IM system.

Preferably, if the E-mail, when being converted into an IM by the converting unit, has a content of exceeding a size (i.e., 1300 bytes) of a pager mode IM, the content of the E-mail may be converted into two or more MSRP messages.

Preferably, the system may further comprise: a cache unit and a third determining unit, wherein

the cache unit is configured to cache the message contents of the received MSRP messages when the message content of the IM is transferred as a MSRP message, and

the third unit is configured to determine whether all MSRP messages are received or not, and to trigger the converting unit to construct the cached message contents as a complete message and convert the complete message into an E-mail, upon reception.

In the disclosure, conversion between the IM and E-mail sent by a user is implemented through arranging an interworking server between an IM system and an E-mail server, and then the converted E-mail or the IM is sent to the E-mail address or IM receiving address in the E-mail or IM, corresponding to the destination user, so that the interworking between IM and E-mail can be implemented. The technical scheme of the disclosure is simple in implementation and is practical and the implementation cost is low.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a structure for implementing IM and E-mail interworking;
FIG. 2 shows a flowchart of converting an IM into an E-mail of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 shows another flowchart of converting an IM into an E-mail of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 shows a flowchart of converting an E-mail into an IM of the disclosure;

FIG. 5 shows another flowchart of converting an E-mail into an IM of the disclosure;

FIG. 6 shows a block diagram of a system for implementing IM and E-mail interworking of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The basic idea of the disclosure is arranging an interworking server between an IM system and an E-mail server to implement conversions between an IM and E-mail sent by a user, and then sending the converted E-mail or the IM to an E-mail address or IM receiving address in the Email or IM, corresponding to a destination user, so that an interworking between IM and E-mail can be implemented.

The disclosure is explained below in detail by setting forth the following embodiments and with reference to the accompanying drawings, in order to clarify the object, technical scheme and advantages of the disclosure.

FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a structure for implementing IM and an E-mail interworking. As shown in FIG. 1, the IM and E-mail interworking is implemented by an interworking server (also referred to as an interworking gateway) arranged between an IM system and an E-mail server; an IM from an IM service origin user, namely user A, can be converted into an E-mail by the interworking server, sent to the E-mail server, and forwarded to a destination user, namely user B, by the E-mail server; the destination user of the E-mail, namely user B, can directly reply to the E-mail, and the reply is converted, by the interworking server, into an IM which is sent to the IM origin user, namely user A.

In the disclosure, the interworking server acts as an E-mail client in receiving an IM from the IM system and converting the IM into an E-mail for sending, and acts as an E-mail server in receiving an E-mail and converting the E-mail into an IM. Thus, it is necessary for the interoperation server to have a server domain name as an E-mail server. The disclosure can configure the domain name of the IM system as that of the interworking system. If multiple IM systems are connected to the same interworking server simultaneously, the interworking server is configured with multiple domain names, each being corresponding to an IM system. A user identifier in an IM is indicated by an SIP Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) in the format of sip: username@messageDomain.com or sip:+6-13812345678@messageDomain.com if converted by Tel URI. The E-mail address in an E-mail system is in the format of user@E-mailDomain.com. In this case, the E-mail address of the origin user in the IM in the E-mail system corresponds to the SIP identifier of the origin user, that is, the user name in the SIP URI is mapped into the user name in the E-mail address and the domain name in the SIP URI is mapped into the domain name in the E-mail address. Conversely, if a the SIP user identifier is constructed from an E-mail address, there is a reversed correspondence relationship.

The interworking server in the disclosure can further have an independent E-mail server domain name, and if an IM user of an IM system connected to the interworking server applies the interworking service with an E-mail, he can be pre-configured with an E-mail address to use when the intercommunication occurs, wherein the domain name of the E-mail address is that of the interworking server, and the user name of the E-mail address is set by the user or allocated by the E-mail server. In such a case, the E-mail address of the origin user in the IM in the E-mail system is a preconfigured E-mail address. The preconfigured E-mail addresses can be collectively stored in the interworking server or IM system; the preconfigured E-mail address can also be stored in an external user information management server and read by the interworking server; wherein the user information management server is a dedicated server, which is configured to store correspondence relationship between user identifiers and E-mail addresses.

In the two ways above, a one-to-one correspondence relationship between the user identifier of IM user and the E-mail address or preconfigured E-mail address is established, and the interworking server performs the conversion according to the correspondence relationship, and an E-mail can be sent to the IM user according to the corresponding E-mail address or preconfigured E-mail address, since the domain name of the E-mail address is that of the interworking server, the E-mail will be sent to the interworking server, and transferred into IM which is sent to the IM user, so that the interworking can be implemented.

The E-mail address construction of the destination user in the IM, namely message receiving user, can be divided into two types. When the origin user directly initiates an IM to the E-mail address of the destination user, the destination user identifier in the IM is corresponding to the E-mail address of the destination user. In addition, the E-mail address of the destination user can also be acquired by the user information management server outside interworking server query system. Alternatively, when the origin user initiates an IM, the interworking server acquires the E-mail address of the destination user from the user identifier of the destination user.

How IM and E-mail interworking may be implemented will be explained in detail below by specific embodiments.

It is assumed that user A is an IM service user, and user B is an E-mail service user, and any systems between user A and the interworking server will not be described for the purpose of emphasizing the main point.

The IM can be classified into pager mode and large message mode, and the interworking server employs different processing ways according to the two different ways.

The process of initiating a pager mode IM to user B by user A is that: when receiving an IM (SIP message) initiated in the pager mode from the terminal of user A, the interworking server translates the IM, constructs parameters according to the SMTP, generates an E-mail conforming to the E-mail format, and sends the E-mail to an E-mail server to which user B belongs. FIG. 2 shows a flowchart of converting an IM into an E-mail of the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 2, the steps of converting the IM into the E-mail by the interworking server are as follows:

Step 201: Initializing a Domain Name Server (DNS) query to obtain an address of an SMTP server to which the destination user, namely user B, belongs.

The interworking server initiates the DNS query using the domain name of the E-mail address of the destination user, namely user B. The E-mail address can be the E-mail address corresponding to the user identifier in the IM as described above, or the E-mail address of user B acquired through directly querying the user information man-
agement server outside the system by the interworking server. Specifically, the identifier of user A is used as that of the origin sender in the IM generated by IM user A, and the E-mail address of user A can be constructed by the method above; the identifier of user B can be used as that of the destination user, or the E-mail address of user B can be directly used as the identifier of the destination user. When the E-mail address of user B is used as the identifier of the destination user, the interworking server performs name resolution by using the domain name in the E-mail address of user B, and acquires the E-mail server, namely SMTP server, where the E-mail address of user B is located; and when the identifier of user B is used as that of the destination user, the interworking server searches the corresponding E-mail address through the user information management server according to the identifier information of user B upon reception of an IM, so as to obtain the E-mail address of user B.

[0058] Step 202: establishing a transmission channel with the SMTP server, namely E-mail server, performing parameter mappings, and converting the related parameters in the IM into SMTP commands accordingly.

[0059] The interworking server constructs parameters for the SMTP commands as follows: the return address parameter (reverse-path) in a SMTP command MAIL FROM is the E-mail address of the origin user, namely user A, wherein the E-mail address can be the E-mail address corresponding to user A described above, and the E-mail address can also be a preconfigured E-mail address directly acquired by the interworking server from an external user information management server; the transfer address parameter (forward-path) in the SMTP command RCPT TO is the E-mail address of the destination user in step 201. If the number identifier of user A is directly used as the user name of an E-mail, the interworking server directly generates the E-mail address of user A according to the domain name thereof, such as +86-13812345678@e.messageDomain.com described above and the like, or acquires an E-mail address set by user A from the user information management server according to the identifier of user A, which is any E-mail address set by the user or allocated by the interworking server for user A.

[0060] Step 203: mapping the related parameters in the IM according to the E-mail format to construct an E-mail message.

[0061] The interworking server constructs parameters in the E-mail header of the E-mail message as follows: the above E-mail address of the origin user in step 202 is mapped into a parameter "from"; a parameter "orig-date" can be set to "date" in the IM or set to the local current time by the interworking server; the parameter "message-id" is generated by the interworking server; the parameter "to" is the same as the transfer address (forward-path) in the RCPT To command; if a parameter "subject" is included in the IM, the parameter "subject" is corresponding to that of the E-mail header; when a delivery notification (in IM Disposition-Notification) in the IM is set to "positive-delivery" or "negative-delivery" or both of them, the "Disposition-Notification-f0" is set to "required"; when the delivery notification (in IM Disposition-Notification) in the IM is set to "display", the "disposition-type" is set to "displayed"; if the message content type of the IM is text/plain, the message content is directly used as the E-mail body; and if the message content type of the IM is MIME, the MIME E-mail header and body are constructed according to the MIME E-mail format.

[0062] Step 204: initiating an E-mail transaction, sending a message to the destination user and waiting for a response.

[0063] The interworking server sends command DATA to the E-mail server to which the destination user namely user B, belongs, sends the E-mail constructed in step 203 after the E-mail server returns a 354 Intermediate reply, maintains the service, and waits for the response after all data are sent.

[0064] Step 205: if a correct response is received, constructing a successful response message, for example SIP 202 accepted message, otherwise constructing an error response message; and sending the response message to a terminal of user A in the IM system.

[0065] The processes of initiating a large message mode IM to user B by user A include: when receiving an IM initiated through the large message mode from the terminal of user A, the interworking server first receives an originating message, for example SIP Invite message, receives one or more Message Session Relay Protocol (MSRP) based MSRP SEND messages, caches the message contents received in the MSRP SEND messages, translates the originating message, constructs parameters according to the SMTP, generates an E-mail conforming to the E-mail format, and sends the E-mail to the E-mail server to which user B belongs. FIG. 3 shows another flowchart of converting an IM into an E-mail of the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 3 the steps of converting the IM into the E-mail by the interworking server are as follows.

[0066] Step 301: when a large message mode session request message is received, returning an acknowledgement message if no error occurs, otherwise, returning an error message.

[0067] Step 302: when the subsequent MSRP SEND request messages carrying the message contents are received, storing the message contents in the request messages temporarily, and constructing complete message from all the received message contents upon reception of all MSRP SEND request messages.

[0068] Step 303: initiating a DNS query to obtain the address of an SMTP server to which the destination user, namely user B, belongs.

[0069] Step 304: establishing a transmission channel to the SMTP server, performing parameter mappings, and converting the related parameters in the IM according to the SMTP.

[0070] Step 305: mapping the parameters in the IM and the message content obtained in step 304 to construct an E-mail message according to the E-mail format, wherein the E-mail content is constructed from the message contents temporarily stored in step 302.

[0071] Step 306: sending the E-mail message to the E-mail server to which the destination user, namely user B, belongs, and wait for a response.

[0072] Step 307: if a correct response is received, constructing a successful response message, for example SIP 202 accepted message, otherwise, constructing an error response message, and sending the error response message to the terminal.

[0073] In the steps 303 to 305, operations, except for the construction of the E-mail content, are the same as those described above with respect to initiating the paged mode IM to user B by user A.

[0074] For sending an E-mail from user B to user A, there are two cases: one is that user B directly replies to the E-mail converted by the interworking server from the IM which is sent from user B to user A, the other is that user B directly sends an E-mail to user A. In both cases, the sender address is
the E-mail address of user B, and the receiver address is the corresponding E-mail address or preconfigured E-mail address of user A.

[0075] When receiving an E-mail initiated by the E-mail server to which user B belongs, the interworking server translates the E-mail message content carried by the SMTP, performs construction of parameters from E-mail to IM, generates an IM conforming to the IM format, and sends the IM to user A in the pager mode or large message mode according to the message size.

[0076] The conversion processes from E-mail into pager mode IM initiated by user B include: after receiving EHLO or HELO and the subsequent SMTP commands such as E-MAIL FROM and RCPT TO, the interworking server waits for the completion of receiving data DATA, and when the interworking server determines that the E-mail content does not exceed 1300 bytes, it constructs a pager mode IM, wherein 1300 is the maximum number of byte of an IM in the pager mode. FIG. 4 shows a flowchart of converting an E-mail into an IM of the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 4, the steps of converting the E-mail into the IM by the interworking server are as follows.

[0077] Step 401: mapping the SMTP command parameters, E-mail message header and message body into a pager mode IM.

[0078] The interworking server constructs message parameters of the IM as follows: the parameter “from” in the E-mail header is mapped into the identifier of the origin user in the IM; because the conversion is from E-mail into IM, the identifier of the destination user in the IM is generated by the reversed conversion of the E-mail address in the above method; and the E-mail address of user B can be directly used as the identifier of the origin user in the IM. The command parameter RCPT To is mapped into the identifier of the destination user in the IM; if a parameter “subject” is included in the E-mail header, the parameter “subject” is mapped into the parameter “subject” in the IM; if the parameter “Disposition-Notification-To” in the E-mail header is “required”, the delivery notification (ImdnDisposition-Notification or ImdnDisposition-Notification in the IM is set to “positive-delivery” or “negative-delivery” or both of them; if “disposition-type” in the E-mail header is “displayed”, the delivery notification (ImdnDisposition-Notification or ImdnDisposition-Notification in the IM is set to “display”); and the E-mail content is mapped into the message body in the IM.

[0079] This embodiment is available to case in which the E-mail has a content of not more than 1300 bytes.

[0080] Step 402: sending the IM, maintaining the communication channel, and waiting for a response.

[0081] Step 403: if a correct response message, for example SIP 200 OK message, is received, constructing a successful response message, for example 250 OK message, and send the message to a sending terminal, otherwise returning a corresponding error message.

[0082] Step 404: user B initiates a conversion process from E-mail into pager mode IM as follows:

[0083] after receiving EHLO or HELO and the subsequent SMTP commands such as E-MAIL FROM and RCPT TO command, the interworking server waits for the completion of receiving data DATA; if the interworking server determines that the E-mail has a content of exceeding 1300 bytes, it constructs a large message mode IM, that is to say, first, temporarily stores the SMTP commands and E-mail message parameters, maps the corresponding parameters to generate a session request messages as described above and initiates a session request message. After an acknowledgement message is received, several MSRP SEND requests are initiated to transfer the E-mail content. After an MSRP response is received, an end session request is sent to close the session. FIG. 5 shows another flowchart of converting an E-mail into an IM of the invention, as shown in FIG. 5, the steps of converting the E-mail into the IM by the interworking server are as follows:

[0084] Step 501: the interworking server temporarily stores the SMTP commands and E-mail message parameters.

[0085] Step 502: the interworking server maps the corresponding parameters to generate a session request message, and initiates a session request message. The session request message is sent to a terminal through the interworking server. The terminal returns an acknowledgement message.

[0086] The way of mapping the is the same as that in step 401, and only the mapped content is slightly different.

[0087] Step 503: after the acknowledgement message is forwarded to the interworking server, the interworking server initiates several MSRP SEND requests, and transfers the E-mail content to the terminal which returns a MSRP response.

[0088] Step 504: the interworking server sends an end session request to close the session after receiving the MSRP response.

[0089] The solution above is not limited to IM, and also available to other instant interactive message services based on the IM extensions, for example Converged IP Messaging (CPM) service being studied by the International Standards Organization Open Mobile Alliance (OMA).

[0090] The disclosure is especially suitable for the following application scenarios: it is assumed that both users A and B are the converged messaging service users, and when user B is offline, the preference setting of user B is to send the offline messages to the mailbox of user B in case of off-line; or, when user B is online, the preference setting of user B is to forward the converged message to the mailbox of user B instead of receiving IM currently. In both cases, the converged message sent from user A can be converted into E-mail message to be sent to mailbox of user B through the interworking function with E-mail provided by the interworking server.

[0091] FIG. 6 shows a block diagram of a system for implementing IM and E-mail interworking of the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 6, the system for implementing IM and E-mail interworking of the disclosure comprises a setting unit 60, a receiving unit 61, a first determining unit 62, a converting unit 63 and a sending unit 64, wherein the setting unit 60 is configured to set an IM user applying the service of IM and E-mail interworking to correspond to at least one E-mail address, either being constructed from an IM address of the IM user or being a pre-allocated E-mail address; wherein the E-mail address is used as the address of an origin user in the E-mail converted from the IM and the address of a destination user in the IM replied by the E-mail user; the receiving unit 61 is configured to receive an IM or an E-mail from the user; the first determining unit 62 is configured to determine the E-mail address of a destination user from the received IM or determining the IM address of the destination user from the received E-mail of the user; the converting unit 63 is configured to convert the received IM into an IM or converting the received E-mail into an IM; and the sending unit 64 is configured to determine the E-mail address of the destination user from a received IM, converting the IM into an E-mail,
and sending the E-mail to the E-mail address of the destination user, or determining the IM address of a destination user from a received E-mail initiated by the E-mail user, converting the E-mail into an IM, and sending the IM to the IM address of the destination user.

[0092] Wherein, the first determining unit 62 determining the E-mail receiving address of the destination user from the IM comprises: determining whether the receiving address of the destination user in the IM is an E-mail address or not, if so, determining the E-mail address as the receiving address of the destination user, otherwise finding out the E-mail address of the destination user corresponding to the IM address of the destination user according to the IM address of the destination user in the IM and determining the same as the receiving address of the destination user; and the first determining unit 62 determining the IM receiving address of the destination user from the E-mail comprises: finding out the IM address corresponding to the E-mail address of the destination user according to the E-mail address of the destination user in the E-mail, and determining the same as the receiving address of the destination user.

[0093] As shown in FIG. 6, the system for implementing IM and E-mail interworking further comprises a second determining unit 65, configured to determine the E-mail address of the origin user in the IM; the converting unit 63 converting the IM into an E-mail comprises: mapping the E-mail address of the origin user in the IM determined by the second determining unit 65 into the parameter “from” in an E-mail, setting the parameter “date” in the IM or the current time information to the parameter “orig-date” in the E-mail, setting the parameter “to” to the E-mail address of the destination user in the IM, setting the “imdnDisposition-Notification” in the IM to “positive-delivery” or “negative-delivery”, setting the parameter “Disposition-Notification-To” in the E-mail to “required”, setting the “disposition-type” in the E-mail to “displayed” when the “imdnDisposition-Notification” in the IM is set to “display”, and directly using the IM content as the content of the E-mail when the type of the message content is text/plain, or directly constructing MIME header and body when the type of the message content is MIME type; and the converting unit 63 converting the E-mail into an IM comprises: setting the parameter “from” in the E-mail header to the address of the origin user in the IM, using the IM address determined by the first determining unit 62 for the command parameter “RCPT To” as the address of the destination user of the IM, setting the “imdnDisposition-Notification” in the IM to “positive-delivery” or “negative-delivery” when the parameter “Disposition-Notification-To” in the E-mail header is “required”, setting the “imdnDisposition-Notification” in the IM to “display” when the parameter “disposition-type” in the E-mail header is “displayed”, and using the E-mail content as the message body of the IM. The sending unit 64 sending the converted E-mail to the determined receiving address of the destination user comprises: initiating a DNS query according to the E-mail address of the destination user, acquiring the address of an SMTP server to which the destination user belongs, sending command DATA to the SMTP server to which the destination user belongs, and sending the E-mail converted from the IM; and the sending unit 64 sending the converted IM to the determined receiving address of the destination user comprises: determining an IM system corresponding to the IM address of the destination user, sending the converted IM to the IM system, and sending the converted IM to the receiving address of the destination user by the IM system. When the E-mail is converted into an IM by the converting unit 63, and the content of the E-mail exceeds a size (i.e., 1300 bytes) of a pager mode IM, the content of the E-mail is converted into two or more MSRP messages.

[0094] As shown in FIG. 6, the system for implementing IM and E-mail interworking further comprises: a cache unit 66 and a third determining unit 67, wherein the cache unit 66 is configured to cache the message contents of the received MSRP messages when the message content of the IM is transferred as a MSRP message; and the third determining unit 67 is configured to determine whether all MSRP messages are received, and to trigger the converting unit 63 after all the MSRP message are received; the converting unit 63 constructs a complete message from the cached message contents and converts the complete message into an E-mail.

[0095] Those skilled in the art shall understand that the system for implementing IM and E-mail interworking shown in FIG. 6 is designed for implementing the above method for implementing IM and E-mail interworking, and the function of each processing unit in the system shown in FIG. 6 can be understood with reference to the description of the above method, and implemented by the programs running on the processor or by the specific logic circuits. Each processing unit above can be placed in the interworking server.

[0096] Those described above are only preferred embodiments of the disclosure, and are not intended to limit the scope of protection of the disclosure.

1. A method for implementing instant message (IM) and E-mail interworking, comprising corresponding an IM user applying a service of IM and E-mail interworking to at least one E-mail address, either being constructed from an IM address of the IM user or being a pre-allocated E-mail address, and the method further comprising:
   determining, from a received IM, the E-mail address of a destination user, converting the IM into an E-mail, and sending the E-mail to the E-mail address of the destination user, or
   determining, from an E-mail initiated by an E-mail receiver, the IM address of a destination user, converting the E-mail into an IM, and sending the IM to the IM address of the destination user.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein determining from the IM the E-mail address of the destination user comprises: determining whether the receiving address of the destination user in the IM is an E-mail address or not, if so, then determining the E-mail address as the receiving address of the destination user, otherwise finding out the E-mail address of the destination user corresponding to the IM address of the destination user according to the IM address of the destination user in the IM;
   determining, from the E-mail, the IM receiving address of the destination user comprises: finding out the IM address corresponding to the E-mail address of the destination user, according to the E-mail address of the destination user in the E-mail.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein converting the IM into the E-mail comprises:
   determining and mapping an E-mail address corresponding to an origin user in the IM into a parameter “from” in the E-mail, setting a parameter “date” in the IM or the current time information to a parameter “orig-date” in the E-mail, setting a parameter “to” in the E-mail to the E-mail address of the destination user in the IM, setting
“imdn.Disposition-Notification” in the IM to “positive-delivery” or “negative-delivery”, setting a parameter “Disposition-Notification-To” in the E-mail to “required”, setting “disposition-type” in the E-mail to “displayed” when the “imdn.Disposition-Notification” in the IM is set to “display”, and directly using the IM as the content of the E-mail when the type of the message content of the IM is text, or directly constructing an E-mail header and an E-mail body of a multipurpose Internet E-mail extensions (MIME) type when the type of the message content of the IM is MIME; and

converting the E-mail into the IM comprises:

using the parameter “from” in the E-mail header as the origin user address in the IM, using an IM address converted by a command parameter “RCPT To” as the destination user address of the IM, setting the parameter “imdn.Disposition-Notification” in the IM to “positive-delivery” or “negative-delivery” when the parameter “Disposition-Notification-To” in the E-mail header is “required”, setting the “imdn.Disposition-Notification” in the IM to “display” when the parameter “disposition-type” in the E-mail header is “displayed”, and using the content of the E-mail as the message body of the IM.

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein sending the converted E-mail to the determined receiving address of the destination user comprises:

initiating a domain name server (DNS) query according to the E-mail address of the destination user, acquiring the address of a Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) server to which the destination user belongs, establishing a transmission channel, sending the command “DATA” to the SMTP server to which the destination user belongs, and sending the E-mail converted from the IM; and

sending the converted IM to the determined receiving address of the destination user comprises: determining an IM system corresponding to the IM address of the destination user, sending the converted IM to the IM system, and sending, by the IM system, the converted IM to the receiving address of the destination user.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the method further comprises:

if the E-mail, when being converted into an IM, has a content of exceeding a size (i.e. 1300 bytes) of a pager mode IM, converting the content of the E-mail into two or more Message Session Relay Protocol (MSRP) messages.

6. The method according to claim 4, wherein the method further comprises:

when the message content of the IM is transferred as a MSRP message, caching the message contents of the received MSRP messages, constructing the cached message contents as a complete message after all MSRP messages are received, and converting the complete message into the E-mail.

7. A system for implementing IM and E-mail interworking, comprising a setting unit, a receiving unit, a first determining unit, a converting unit and a sending unit, wherein

the setting unit is configured to set an IM user applying a service of IM and E-mail interworking to correspond to at least one E-mail address, either being constructed from an IM address of the IM user or being a pre-allocated E-mail address;

the receiving unit is configured to receive the IM or E-mail from the user;

the first determining unit is configured to determine from a received IM an E-mail address of a destination user, or to determine an IM address of a destination user from a received E-mail of a user;

the converting unit is configured to convert the received IM into a E-mail or to convert the received E-mail into an IM; and

the sending unit is configured to determine the E-mail address of the destination user from the received IM, convert the IM into a E-mail, and send the E-mail to the E-mail address of the destination user, or to determine the IM address of the destination user from a received E-mail initiated by the E-mail user, convert the E-mail into an IM, and send the IM to the IM address of the destination user.

8. The system according to claim 7, wherein the first determining unit is further configured to determine whether the receiving address of the destination user in the IM is an E-mail address or not, if so, determine the E-mail address as the receiving address of the destination user, otherwise find out the E-mail address of the destination user corresponding to the IM address of the destination user, according to the IM address of the destination user in the IM; and

the first determining unit is further configured to find out the IM address corresponding to the E-mail address of the destination user, according to the E-mail address of the destination user in the IM.

9. The system according to claim 8, wherein the system further comprises:

a second determining unit, configured to determine the E-mail address of an origin user in the IM; and, wherein

the converting unit is further configured to map the E-mail address of the origin user in the IM determined by the second determining unit into a parameter “from” in a E-mail, to set a parameter “date” in the IM or the current time information to a parameter “orig-date” in the E-mail, to set a parameter “to” in the E-mail to the E-mail address of the destination user in the IM, to set “imdn.Disposition-Notification” in the IM to “positive-delivery” or “negative-delivery”, to set a parameter “Disposition-Notification-To” in the E-mail to “required”, to set “disposition-type” in the E-mail to “displayed” when the “imdn.Disposition-Notification” in the IM is set to “display”, and to directly use the IM as the content of the E-mail when the type of the message content of the IM is text, or directly constructs an E-mail header and an E-mail body of a multipurpose Internet E-mail extensions (MIME) type when the type of the message content of the IM is MIME; and

the converting unit is further configured to use the parameter “from” in the E-mail header as the origin user address in the IM, to use an IM address converted by a command parameter “RCPT To” as the destination user address of the IM, to set the parameter “imdn.Disposition-Notification” in the IM to “positive-delivery” or “negative-delivery” when the parameter “Disposition-Notification-To” in the E-mail header is “required”, to set the “imdn.Disposition-Notification” in the IM to “display” when the parameter “disposition-type” in the E-mail header is “displayed”, and to use the content of the E-mail as the message body of the IM.
10. The system according to claim 9, wherein the sending unit is further configured to initiate a domain name server (DNS) query according to the E-mail address of the destination user, to acquire the address of an SMTP server to which the destination user belongs, to establish a transmission channel, to send a command “DATA” to the SMTP server to which the destination user belongs, and to send a E-mail converted from the IM; and

the sending unit is further configured to determine an IM system corresponding to the IM address of the destination user, to send the converted IM to the IM system, and to send the converted IM to the receiving address of the destination user through the IM system.

11. The system according to claim 10, wherein if the E-mail, when being converted into an IM by the converting unit, has a content of exceeding a size (i.e. 1300 bytes) of a pager mode IM, the content of the E-mail is converted into two or more MSRP messages.

12. The system according to claim 10, wherein the system further comprises: a cache unit and a third determining unit, wherein

the cache unit is configured to cache the message contents of the received MSRP messages when the message content of the IM is transferred as a MSRP message; and

the third unit is configured to determine whether all MSRP messages are received or not, and to trigger the converting unit to construct the cached message contents as a complete message and convert the complete message into a E-mail, upon reception.

* * * * *